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A State of Mind

A State of Mind is a time travel hack for While the
World Ends. It does away with the team play aspect
of the game and is suitable for three to five players.

Intro

They say that time travel is impossible.

It isn’t.

Time travel is much easier, and far more
dangerous than you can imagine. So, the first rule
of time travel is: you do not talk about time travel.

If people knew how to travel through time, we
would have paradox at a global scale in no time.
Everyone and his uncle would head back to the
thirties to kill Hitler before he could start his war;
or go back a few days to get the numbers right for
the lottery, just this once; fetch the real president
Washington for their kid’s science project; or prevent
themselves from driving on that fateful night after
the stag party. Time would tie a knot upon itself and
implode, or explode, whatever it is time does. Global
paradox would mean the end of the world. So, the
first rule of time travel is: you do not talk about time
travel.

Since we’re still here having this conversation it
means that global paradox hasn’t occurred yet. Make
sure you do your part to keep it that way. So, the
first rule of time travel is: you do not talk about time
travel.

I know you want to get started right away, but
I won’t tell you how; you’ll have to figure it out
for yourself. Remember that the second rule of time
travel is: time travel is a state of mind.

Time is more malleable, and much more fragile
than you can imagine. Some things you’d think would
cause the end of the world pass by as if nothing had
ever happened. Other, little things, cause time to go
haywire. There’s no way of telling in advance. You
can’t know if going back to tell yourself as child to
study harder will cause the end of the world, or just
influence your brother to buy a red car instead of a
blue as his first. So, the third rule of time travel is:
don’t change anything.

How to travel in time

The secret of time travel does not lie magic, physics
or arcane machinery as such. But the secret can be
revealed through them. Time travel is a state of mind,
and through the ages would be time travellers have

independently reached this state through a multitude
of methods.

Careful study of ancient texts, occult rituals, pray-
er, meditation, hypnosis, dance and the construction
and use of machines and gadgets are all examples
of common ways of reaching the heightened state of
mind that allows the passage of both the mind itself
and the body through time.

Some travellers travel only in mind, inhabiting
their own body in the past with their future mind.
Others also bring their bodies back through time,
causing two instances to exist simultaneously. Both
methods are equally dangerous.

The dangers of time travel

Once a time traveller finds a way to reach the
necessary state of mind, other methods become
unthinkable. Even if someone were to explain a
different route they would be unable to embrace
it. This limitation is dangerous. If you loose your
perceived means of travel you can never travel again,
which will be most problematic for travellers who get
lost in a time different than their own.

Time travel is an abomination upon the universe.
And while the transgression is deceptively easy
to commit and opens great possibilities it is also
extremely hazardous. Time travellers affect the flow
of time. Minor changes may pass unnoticed, but larger
changes will cause time to strike back and remove the
source of the disturbance. The time traveller has not,
does not and will then never exist at all.

Travellers also risk making a transgression so
severe that time is unable to solve the equation merely
by removing the source. Instead global paradox
occurs and the universe itself never existed.



How to play

To play this hack do the following changes to the
game.

Prep

Read the Intro above aloud instead of selecting
Aspects. Make a short discussion about the theme
and feel of the story. Put the number of players plus
one places on the map. Add names as usual.

There is no Change in this hack, There are no
teams, but the players are free to form alliances and
cooperate as they please.

Every character has a goal which involves
changing something in the past.

Every character has a fear of causing an
unsolvable paradox, even if the character isn’t aware
of this risk it is the rules mechanical fear used for
playing the game.

In the description of a character, include the
method used for reaching the state of mind that
allows time travel.

No initial relations are drawn before play.

Play

Every player’s first scene should be a narrating scene
describing the event or consequences of the event,
which the character wishes to change. This gives the
player a relation token as usual.

Play proceeds until all characters have reached
their Goals or hit their Fears, or there are no change
tokens left on the map.

Narrating scenes

Narrating scenes work as usual and earns the player
a relation token at the end of the scene. Set them
anywhere, anytime and show the other players an
interesting bit of background or add more detail to
the story.

Driving scenes

Driving scenes have to originate in or visit a place that
the character occupies on the map or has a mutual
relation with. They also involve time travel, where the

character tries to correct the thing that went wrong
in the past.

Play may lead up to the action where the
character wishes to change the past. Or that action
may be played out, and the roll is only used to
interpret what effect the change had on the time line.
Both alternatives are fine.

After the dice have been rolled another player will
narrate the result of the attempt.

If the roll failed, the player on the left of the active
player describes the outcome of the attempt. This
may involve weird events and paradoxes. The narrator
may also change the text on one of the relation arrows
pointing to or from the active player to reflect this
event.

If the roll succeeded, the player on the active
player’s right describes the outcome of the attempt.

Goals and fears

When a player checks the third fear box, an unsol-
vable paradox has occurred. The player describes the
nature of this paradox, and then time itself solves the
impossible equation by removing the character from
existence. Cross out or erase the character and all
attached relation arrows.

When a player checks the third goal box, the
desired change of the past has been successful. The
player may change the text on one of the character’s
relation arrows and describe the character’s situation
in present time.

The end

If half (rounded up) the characters reach their fear
and are removed from play, global paradox is caused.
The world and the characters in it never were and the
game ends.

Once half (rounded up) the characters have left
the game the remaining players may no longer set
any Narrating scenes.

Otherwise the game ends as soon as all characters
have either reached their goal, fear or settled for their
current situation as usual.

If global paradox did not occur players of
characters that still exist may make a short epilogue
showing the life of that character as it turned out.


